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ABSTRACT 
MIXTURE AND COMPLETEl'ffiSS PROPERTIES OF DOMINATED PSEUDO EXPERIMENTS 
by 
Erik N. Torgersen 
University of Oslo 
In this paper we generalizes some of the results in section 4 
in Torgersen, E.N. [Comparison of experiments when the par~eter 
space is finite. z. Wahrscheinlichlreitstheorie verw. Geb. 16. 219-
249] to the case of dominated (pseudo) experiments. Convex combi-
natiP.ns of (pseudo) experiments are defined, and it is shown that a 
(pseudo) experiment has the extreme point property (for ~ 1 equi-
valence) if and only if it admits a boundedly complete and suffici-
ent sub a algebra. We prove also that any "separable" experiment 
is a mixture of "separable" experiments admitting boundedly complete 
and sufficient sub o algebras. 
Dominated models for independent observations x1 , ••• ,Xn ad-
mitting boundedly (or Lp) complete and sufficient statistics, are 
considered. It is shovm that a sub set- say x1 , ••• ,~ where 
m < n - has the same property provided a certain regularity condi-
tion is satisfied. This condition is automatically satisfied when 
the observations are identically distributed. The proof - in the 
case of bounded completeness - utilizes the fact that products of 
experiments are distributive w.r.t. mixtures. Somewhat more involv-
ed arguments are needed for Lp completeness. 
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1. Introduction. 
Mixtures and completeness properties of experiments, with the 
same finite parameter set, was treated in [10]. In this paper we 
shall generalize some of these results to the case of dominated 
pseudo experiments. We will also present results which- when re-
stricted to experiments with a finite parameter set - appear new. 
An exposition of some important results from the theory of com-
parison of pseudo experiments is given in sections 2 and 3. Most of 
these results are straight forward generalizations of results in 
LeCam's paper [4]. These sections are, however, written so that 
they and the appendix in ~2] together constitute a self contained 
introduction to the theory of comparison of pseudo experiments. 
The concept of pseudo experiments may - to a reader which is not 
familiar with the results in [11] and [12] - appear artificial. It 
was, however, sho\v.a there that local comparison of experiments could 
be reduced to comparison of pseudo experiments - the "derivatives" 
of the original experiments. Another reason to consider pseudo 
experiments is explained in the appendix in 02]. 
In order to generalize the randomization criterion for 
£-deficiency to not necessarily "Polish" sample spaces·we introduce 
a notj_on of "almost randomizations" in section 2. The "almost ran-
domizations" are just representations of transitions as defined by 
LeCam in [5]. Our "almost randomization" criterion for £-comparison 
is - in the case of experiments - a direct consequence of theorem 3 
in LeCam's paper [4]. 
cJ. 
To each pseudo experiment & we may associate three Banach 
spaces: The Banach space B( ~) generated the basic measures, the 
1.2 
closure V(G) of the vector lattice generated by the basic measur-
es and the band L( *) generated by the basic measures. V( ~) 
corresponds to the minimal form in LeCam (4] and we show in section 
3 that the isometry criterion for e~uivalence proved in [4] extends 
without difficulties to dominated pseudo experiments. Trivially 
B( ~) ~ V( ~ ) ~ L( ~ ) • A dominated pseudo experiment G is mini-
mum sufficient if and only if V( ~ ) = L( ~) and it admits a bound-
edly complete and sufficient sub a-algebra if and only if 
B( ~ ) = V( ~ ) • These results are - in the case of experiments -
taken from, respectively, LeCam [4] and [6]. 
Convex combinations of pseudo experiments are defined in section 
4, and it is shown that a pseudo experiment has the extreme point 
property for ~1 e~uivalence if and only if it admits a boundedly 
complete and sufficient sub cr algebra. We prove also that any 
"separablen experiment is a mixture of ''separable" experiments ad-
mitting boundedly complete and sufficient sub cr algebras. 
In section 5 we consider dominated models for independent obser-
vations x1 , ••• ,Xh which admits boundedly (LP) complete and suf-
ficient statistics. It is shovm that a sub set - say x1, ••• ,Xm 
where m < n - has the same property provided a certain regularity 
condition is satisfied. This condition is automatically satisfied 
when the observations are identically distributed. 1ne proof - in 
the case of bounded completeness - utilizes the fact that products 
of experiments are distributive w.r.t. mixtures. Somewhat more in-
volved arguments are needed for Lp completeness. 
2.1 
2. Comparison of pseudo experiments in terms of almost randomizations. 
In particular; conditional expectation sufficiency and sufficiency 
(i.e. A sufficiency). 
The basic criterion for e deficiency in LeCam's paper [4] is 
in terms of linear positive operators wb.ich preserves norms of non 
negative functionals. These operators may - as is well known -
under regularity conditions be represented by randomizations, or 
more generally by the "almost randomizations" to be defined below. 
In the case of experiments this follows directly from theorem 3 in 
LeCam [ 4 ]. 
Besides the extension from experiments to pseudo experiments 
there are no new ideas and results in this section. The purpose is 
only to give a presentation which is self contained and within the 
traditional framework of measure spaces. It will, however, be seen 
that some results from the theory of vector lattices has neverthe-
less been used. This seems to confirm that at present the nicest 
way to treat the mathematical structures of objects as experiments 
or pseudo experiments is to make full use - as LeCam has - of the 
theory ordered linear spaces. 
"Almost randomizations" will here be introduced in order to get 
rid of the condition that some sample spaces are Borel sub sets of 
Polish spaces. 
Let ~ = (x,J:t;,\-L8 : e E e) be any pseudo experiment and (t~,SJ) 
a measurable space. An almost randomization (A-randomization) is 
a map from X x ~ to [0, 1] satisfying: 
.2. 2 
(i) T(B I") is fo measurable for each B in)~ 
(ii) T(~\ ") = 1 a. e. 1~ 8 I ; e E @ 
s~ then (iii) If B1 ,B2' • • • are disjoint sets in 
a. e. l~e I ; e E e . 
If T is an A-randomization satisfying (ii) and (iii) with 
II 
"a. e. : e E e deleted, then T is a randomization from 
(x, !t) to (~ ,~) • Since the defining properties all are in 
terms of the set {~8 : e E el (rather than the map 0 ~ ~(') tl one 
may ask how many additional measures may be included without violat-
ing (ii) and (iii). 
ProEosi tion 2 1. 
Let (x,J.t) and <ra, ~) be measurable spaces and T a map 
from X X~ to [0' 1 J satisfying (i). Then the set of all finite 
II 
measures A. such that (ii) and (iii) hold with 
" ~~ e l . e E @ , 
replaced by It... I is a band. 
Proof: The set of finite measures A. on J+' satisfying \A.\ (N) = 0 
for a given N E Jr is a band and intersections of bands are bands. 
D 
If T is a randomization from (x,Jf) to (~, SD·) then T 
ind.uces a map T from the set of finite measures on Jr to the set 
of finite measures on~ • If A. is a finite measure on J9r then 
A.T is the measure : B ~ JT(B\a)dA. , More generally: if T is 
an A-randomization from ~ to (~ , ~) and A. is a finite measure 
in the band L(c;) generated by {~8 : e E ®j then Bl'--?> JT(B\a)dA. 
is a finite measure on~ • This measure will be denoted by A.T • 
It is easily seen that the map T from L( ~ ) to the set of finite 
measures on ~ is linear, non negative and preserves the norms of 
If T is another A-randomization from G 
to (~, $])) then A.T = A.T for all A. E L( ~) if and only if 
T(Bio) = T(Bio) a .• e. 11-le I for all e E e and BE ~. 
We define a Markov operator from a pseudo experiment g to a 
measurable space (~ ,Ci~J) as a non negative, linear map from L(~) 
to the vector lattice of finite measures on )~ which preserves 
non negative measures. 
norms of non negative elements. By this definition, any A-randomi-
zation from cG to (~, ~) induces a Markov operator from L( ~) 
to (~, )J}) • If ~ is dominated then conversely any Markov operator 
is induced by an A-randomization. This may be seen as follows. We 
may assume L( ~) 1: 0 • Then there is a probability measure TI of 
the form ~c 0 \1-le I with 
0 
c8 ~ o ; o E e 
L( ~ ) = L1 (n) • 
which dominates the measures 
I 1-l 0 I ; G E ® so that Let vlt ( S~) denote the 
Banach space of finite measures on S~ . Then T has an adjoint T 
from Jt(SJ)* to L1 (n)* = ~(n) • Any bounded measurable function 
~,Sb) may be identified with an element of ~(Sb)* • 
now define the A-randomization T(olo) by choosing for each 
We may 
B ES1, 
on 
T(B\o) as an element of TIB which is bounded by 0 and 1 • 
It is easily checked that T(o\o) is an A-randomization which in-
duces the Markov operator T • 
Consider two pseudo experiments~= (x,Jf, flo: 0 E e) and 
~ = ( 'J , S'3, v8 : El E e) • The set of bounded measurable functions 
on C'(J , 51) is a vector lattice. Let U denote the set of order 
bounded linear functionals on this vector lattice. We may now gene-
ralize part (i) of corollary B.3.5 in (12] as follows 
Theorem 2.2 
Suppose ~ is dominated and that ~ is a non negative function 
on e .. Then ~ is E:-deficient w.r. t. 1" if and only of there · 
exists a non negative and linear map M from L(~) (i.e. the band 
generated by ~0 : e E e) to U which preserves norms of non nega-
tive functionals and which satisfies: 
If the condition is satisfied then M may be chosen as an A-
randomization from ~ to ( ~, Sj), and it may be modified so that 
L(~) provided L(;) ~ 0 • it maps into 
Proof;1°. For any v E U let v' be its projection into 
Let be a probability measure on ~ which is chosen in 
L(~) • 
L(~) 
if L~ ) I= 0 • Suppose M is a non negative linear map from 
L(~) to U which preserves norms of non negative functionals and 
which satisfies: 
Consider the map: 
1 t ct 
T : A.r--> [A.M] + ([A.M](1) - [/,M] (1 ))'r from L( 0) to the set of 
finite measures on S'}; • Then T is also non negative, linear and 
preserves norms of non negative measures and: 
' ' 11~ 0 T-v0 ll = II [~0M] -v0 +( [~ 0M] ( 1 )- [~0 M] ( 1) )Til 
' , ~ II [1-10M] -v8 II+ I [1.10 ]( 1 )-[!J.0M] ( 1) I 
This proves the last assertion. 
Let a be a randomization from (~,)1) to the decision space 
{1,2, ••• ,kl . Then p =To may be represented by a randomization 
from (x, JZl, ) to (~ , Sb) and 
111-lc p-v8 a II = II C118 T-v 0 )a II ~ 11118 T-v8 II < e~ • = u This proves sufficiency. 
2° • Suppose ·~ is 
F of e let ~F , 
€-deficient w.r.t. ~ • For each finite sub set 
eF and ~F denote restrictions to F. Con-
sider a fixed finite sub set F of e . By assumption ~F is eF 
deficient w.r. t. ~ F • Let g F = (KF' (, s0 : G E F) and 
~F = (KF,0 ,T8 : 8 E F) denote the standard pseudo experiments of 
<tF and 1'" F • Write 11F = I:: !110 I , vF = 2:: lv0 I , f 8 = d110 /d11F , OEF OEF 
g0 = dv0/dvF f = (f0 : o E F) , g = (g0 : o E F) s = llf-1 and 
T = vg-1 • Then S = ~ IS0 I and 
0 EF c:t 
measures of, respectively, 0 F and 
are the standard 
~2] there is a randomization D from KF to KF so that 
IIS 0D - T0 II ~ e0 ; o E F • 
Suppose T ~ 0. Then D may be chosen so that it maps In(S) 
into L1 (T) • Let "A E L1 (IJF) • Then /cf-1 E L1 (S) so that 
("Af- 1 )M E L1 (T) • Define "AMF E L1 (vF) by 
-1 . d"AMF/dvF = [d("Af )M/dT]og • It is easily checked that "AMF does 
not depend on how d("Af- 1 )M/dT is specified, that MF is linear, 
non negative and preserves normes of non negative elements. Let 
e E F • Then 111-loMF-vo II = J I (dSGN/ dT) og-go ldv = 
J I [dS0M/dT]x- x0 I T(dx) = IIS0M-T0 11 ~ e0 • 
2.6 
In the exceptional case T = 0 , let V be any randomization 
from KF to (~ ,)1) • Then we may put AMF d~f(Af- 1 )DV and MF 
has all the properties described above, except that AMF does not 
necessarily belong to L1 (vF) • 
Let - for each A E L(~ )-AF be the projection of A into 
L( ~F) • Suppose TT is a probability measure in L( ~F) • Define 
L(~) to 
is the restriction of 
u by: 
to 
ANF = (AF+[A(1)-AF(1)]TT)~ • 
L( ~F) • 
Consider now first the case where L(~) ~ 0 • Then there is 
a 0 E ® so that 1-18 ~ 0 and we may put TT = !1-1 0 l/11!-10 II when 0 
0 0 0 
80 E F • Let {Fi denote the class of all finite sub sets of @) 
which contains eo Then NF . F E !Fl is a net in the set of linear • . 
maps with norm ~ 1 from L(~) to u and it follows from 
~chonoff's theorem that there is a sub net NF. so that lim(ANF Xs) 
exists for all A E L(~) and all bounded measurable functions s 
on (.d'~) • Define for each such pair (A,s) , ~(A,s) ; by: 
~(A,s) = lim(ANF.,)(s). Finally let M be the map from L(~) 
into the set of real valued functionals on the set of bounded 
measurable functions on (~,)b) defined by: (AM)(s) d~f ~(A,s) • 
0 
Then it may be checked that M is a linear, non negative map from 
L( t) to U which preserves norms of non negative elements and 
satisfies ll!-l0M-v0 il ~ e: 0 ; e E 9 • 
If L( '~) == 0 then any randomization M from (x,Jt) to 
(~,~) has the desired properties. 0 
terminology w.r.t. sufficiency. Let Let us finally fix our 
~ = ((x, .for ) , 1-1 8 : e E e) be a given pseudo experiment and 51 a 
Denote the restriction of ct to S1 by ~~. sub cr algebra of ,fo • 
Definition 
We shall say that S1 is sufficient in ~ if A ( ~, cgs!) = 0 , 
i.e. when 6 (~ ,tSb) = 0 • ')b will be called conditional expectation 
sufficient - CE sufficient - if: 
(i) Each 1-le has a Hahn set in S1> 
(ii) To each bounded Jo/ measurable function 
Sb measurable function Y s·o that 
X corresponds a 
JYdl-18 = Jxdl-16 when B E ~ and 9 E e • 
B B 
Let Jr' be any n system (i.e. J}' is closed under finite 
intersections) generating Jr . It is easily seen that (ii) may be 
replaced by 
(ii) To any A E -A• corresponds a ~ measurable function Y 
so that 
JYdl-le = l-l 6 (AB); BE~, 8 E e. 
B 
Let S7; ~ c& be sub a-algebras of r/Jr • Trivially ~ is suffi-
cient when ')1 is. By examples of Burkholder [ 2], the corresponding 
statement for CE-sufficiency is false. It follows that the con-
cepts of CE-sufficiency ru1d sufficiency are, in general, not equi-
valent. It is easily seen, however, that CE-sufficiency always 
implies sufficiency and it follows from theorem B.3.10 in 02] that 
the converse holds provided ~ is dominated. 
A sub a algebra Q, of W will be called (CE) necessary if, 
for each e , ~is 11-1 8 1 essentially contained in any (CE) 
sufficient a algebra rJ" of J:r . A minimlUil. (CE) sufficient sub 
a algebra of UcV is a sub a algebra ~ which is (CE) sufficient 
as well as (CE) necessary. In the case of dominated experiments 
minimum sufficient a algebra's always exists and one possible con-
struction is implied by theorem B.3.10 .in [12] • 
Linear spaces associated with dominated pseudo experiments. 
Various linear spaces play an important role in LeCam's paper 
[4]. In particular there are the L space of the experiment, the 
L space of its minimal form and the linear space generated by the 
basic probability measures. It is shown that two experiments are 
equivalent if and only if the spaces generated by the basic proba-
bility measures are isometric in the "natural way". Alternatively 7 
proposition 12 in [4]: two experiments are equivalent if and only 
if the L spaces are isometric in the same "natural way" and such 
that positive elements corresponds to positive elements. 
In this section we shall give a self contained treatment of the 
corresponding results for dominated pseudo experiments. The stan-
dard measure criterion for equivalence in the case of a finite para-
meter set extends naturally - using the device of equivalent measures. 
Criterions for minimum sufficiency and bounded completeness in terms 
of the spaces mentioned above are given. The criterion for minimum 
sufficiency is, in the case of experiments, proved by LeCam [4]. 
The author got the completeness criterion as well as the idea of its 
proof from a conversation with LeCam. 
Let us begin by assuring ourselves that the property of being 
dominated is preserved by equivalence. 
Theorem 3.1 
Let c; =((x,f.V),~-t 8 : 8 E e) and~= (( ~' S3),v8 : 8 E e) be 
equivalent pseudo experiments. Suppose that there is a non negative 
function c on e so that L:c8 1~-te I is a finite measure dominating 
e 
l~-t8 . e E e} Then L:ce lve I is a finite measure dominating • 
{v8 • e E el • 
3•2 
Proof: By assumption Ec81hJell ~ L:c 8111-lell <oo so that L:ce \v8 I is 
e e e 
finite. We may - without loss of generality assume that 
1-l = Ec 8 1~J. 8 I and v = Ec8 !vel are probability measures. Let F be 
e 8 
a finite sub set of e containing a fixed point e 0 in e . 
Put f e = d~J. 9 I di--L and g8 - dv8/dv • Let s and ~ be real numbers. 
Then - since - the standard measures st and F ~ of, respec--.,-F 
tively, ~F and -;F are equal; 
If we apply this to a sequence of finite sets F increasing to 
!8 : c8 > 0 1 then - by taking limits - we get: 
II s!J. + ni-le II = II sv + ~v e II 
0 0 
By ~ equivalence: 
A1 C<~-1. IJ.e ) , ( v, v 0 ) ) = o 
0 0 
Hence 
~2((~J.,!J. 8 ),(v,v8 )) = o 
0 0 
The set of pairs (!J.(6),1J.8 (o)) where 6 is a test function on 
0 
is therefor the same as the set of pairs (v(cp),v8 (cp)) 
0 
(.,.,_ 
where cp is a test function in + . It follows - since 1J. >> 1-le -
0 
that the only point in this set with first coordinate 0 is 
(0,0) • Hence v >> v0 • 
0 
0 
Corollary 3.2 
If A(t , ~) = 0 and {! is dominated then ~ is dominated. 
If the dominating measures are based on non negative measures then 
something more may be proved. 
Theorem 2·3 
Let ~ = <<x,J+ ),1-10 . e E e) and ·~ = ( ( ~ , )~ ) , v 8 : e E e) be • 
two pseudo experiments such that 6 2 ( ~ , Sf) = 0 • Let @ be a 0 
countable sub set of 8 such that the measures 1-le,vo • 8 E ® , 0 
are all non negative. Suppose 
{1-le . e E ® t >> ll-le . 0 E el • . 0 
Then: 
{ve . e E e I >> {ve . El E el . . 0 
Proof: Let c be an everywhere positive function on @ 0 such that 
2:: lc (o )11!-1 8 11 . 8 E e I <co, Then 1-ld~fi:!c(e)ll-le I • 8 E 8 l and • • 0 0 
vd~fl:: { c (e) I ve I 0 E @ l 0 are finite measures. [v is finite since 
II v8 11 ~ 111-18 II ; 0 E ®] • Let ~ and 1l be real numbers. By assump-
tion II ~1-1 + 1'11-le II ~ II sv + 'flv8 II for any El E e • It follows that 
62((1J.,IJ.8 ),(v,v8 )) • 0, By the same argument as in the proof of the 
previous theorem; v >> ve • 
Consider now two dominated pseudo experiments 
~ = ((X ,Jf), 1-18 : G E ®) and c;: = (( ~ , Sj ) , v 8 : 8 E ®) • 
be a non negative function on ® such that I:c 8 \1-le I and 
8 
I] 
Let c 
I:ce lve I 
8 
are finite measures dominating, respectively, ti-le : e E e} and 
{v8 : e E el , Clearly such a function c always exists. 
Theorem 3.4 
Let ~ , ~ and c be as above. Consider 
f = (d1J.0 /dt::c8 !1J.o I ; o E e) and g = (dv8 /dt::c8 1v8 1 ; o E e) as maps 
8 0 
from, respectively, x and ~ to R8 • Equip R8 with the smallest 
a algebra making the projections measurable. Then A( e, ~) = 0 
if and only if the distribution of f under L:c 8 !IJ.e I is the same 
8 
as the distribution of g under L:c 0 lv8 I . 
8 
Remark: 
It is easily seen that these distributions does not depend on 
which specifications of the Radon Nikodym derivatives are used. 
Proof of the theorem. Put 1J. = L:c0 IIJ-8 1, v 
0 
g0 = dvo/dv • Then f = (f8 : o E e) and 
= L:ce lvo I' 
e 
g = (go : 
fe = diJ.o/diJ. ' 
o E e) 
~ follows directly from proposition B.3.1 in ~2] and the sublinear 
function criterion (part (iv) of theorem B.2.1 in D2]). Suppose 
D. ( ~, rg-) = 0 • It suffices to show that IJ.f- 1 and vf-1 has the 
same marginals on any space RF where F is a finite sub set of e, 
Let cp be ~~y non negative measurable positively homogenuous funct-
ion on RF Then - since A( ~F' ~F) = 0 -: Jcp(fo • 0 E F)d!J. = • • 
Jcp(f0/ilf8 I .. e E F)dL:IIJ.e 1 = Jcp(go/L: \ge I • 0 E F)dL:Iv 8 \ = , 
' F F F J 
Jcp(ge . 8 E F)dv • • 
It remains to get rid of the homogenity condition. Let ® 0 ~F 
be a countable sub set of e such that co = 0 when e ~ e 0 
Let G be any finite sub set of e 0 containing F • Consider a 
continuous bounded non negative function ~ on Define a 
continuous and positively homogenuous fu...'1ction ~G on RG by: 
when Ec0 \x8 \ > 0 G 
~G(x8 : 8 E G) = 0 otherwise. 
By taking the limit along a sequence of G's which increases 
to 8 0 we get - using that Ec 0 lf0 1 = 1 a.e, ~ and 
Ec 0 \g8 1 = 1 a.e. v -
s~(f0 : 0 E F)d~ = s~(g0 : 0 E F)dv 
The validity of this for each finite sub set F o:.f e and eac:):l 
bounded continuous function ~ on RF implies ~f- 1 = vf-1 , (l' 
g= 
and 
Three linear spaces associated with a pseudo experiment 
~ 0 : o E e) * are : 
= the Banach space generated by !~ 8 : 8 E ej 
V( ~) = the smallest Banach space containing !~ 8 : e E e 
and which is closed under finite sup's and inf's •* 
L((! ) = the band generated by {~ 8 : 8 E 8 } • 
*) In all definitions,the !J.~S are considered as elements in the 
L-space of finite measures on Jf . sup and inf refGrs to the 
ordering of this space. 
Before proceeding let us mention some other descriptions of the 
spaces V(~ ) and L(~) • Let W(g) denote the cone of measures 
n 
L: a(i)IJ. of the form v where F is a finite sub set of e 
i=1 eEF 8 8 
and the a's are real numbers. Then W(t )-W( ~) is a vector 
lattice for the usual definitions of sup and inf for finite 
measures, and its closure (for the strong topology) is V(~) • 
Suppose now that ~ = ((x,J} ),IJ.8 : 8 E 8) is dominated and 
that c is a non negative function on e such that IJ.d~fL:c(e)\IJ- 8 I 
is a finite measure dominating {IJ. 8 : e E eJ • Then we have: 
Theorem 3.5 
L(~) consists of the finite ~J.-absolutely continuous measures 
on J4; • 
Let ~ be any minimum sufficient sub o-algebra of Jf . Then 
V( ~) consists of those measures in L(~ ) whose Radon Nikodym 
derivatives w.r.t. 1J. may be specified )~ measurable. 
Proof 1°. L1 (IJ.) 
L1 (IJ.) ~ L (~ ) • 
is a band containing 1-1 8 : 8 E e • Hence 
= 
On the other hand 1J. E L( ~) so that L1 (IJ.) c L( ~). 
It follows that L( cg) = L1 (IJ.) • 
2°. Put H = lo : o E L( ~) and do/diJ. may be specified S'l; 
measurableJ. Then H is a closed vector lattice containing 
{!-l8 : 8 E el • Hence H ~ v((ffi) • Let f 8 = diJ.e/dl-1 be $b measur-
able for each 8 • Let F be a finite sub set of e and ~ a 
measurable function on R! such that ~(f8 : e E F) E L1(1-1) • 
Consider the measure 
is ~(f8 : e E F) • 
0~ whose Radon Nikodym derivative w.r.t. 1J. 
We will show that o E V( ~) • If ~ is a 
~ 
c5 
difference between sub linear functions then this follows from the 
relation V( ~) = W( ~ )-W(~) • Consider next a continuous and 
positively homogenuous ~ • By the Stone Weierstrass theorem (as 
in the proof of theorem B.2.5 in D2J) there are functions ~1 ,~2,••• 
such that ~n -> ~ , uniformly on compacts and each ~ n is a 
difference of sub linear functions. It follows- since V(~) is 
closed - that acp E V( ~) • Consider so a bounded continuous cp • 
Let G be a finite sub set of 8 containing F and define ~G 
as in the proof of theorem 3.4. Then ~G is continuous and posi-
tively homogenuous on RG • Hence arn E V( ~) • Let G run 
..,..G 
through an increasing sequence converging to a countable set 
such that c(8) = o when e • 0 Then lla -a ll -> 0 • cpG cp 
e 0 
Hence 
acp E V( G) . This imply that the statement is true for all measur-
able functions cp such that cp(f8 : 8 E F) is ~ integrable. 
Assume now that Sb is the a algebra induced by {f9 : 8 E el . 
measurable integrable functions g Consider the set of all ~ 
such that giJ. E V( ~) • This set includes - by the above result -
all indicator functions of sets of the form (f8 : 8 E F) E S where 
S is a Borel sub set of RF • Since the class of such sets is 
closed under finite intersections and generates ~ , it follows 
easily that g~ E V(~) for each 5b measurable and ~ integrable 
v(~) "" function g i.e. ::>H • In the general case let 51 be the = 
algebra generated by fe . e E ® • Then S3 \:1: )1 . Hence V( ~) = H. 0 
Q 
LeCam has shown in [4] that two experiments 
~ = ((xJl' ),;.t0 : 8 E ®) and ~ = ((~ ,<;3),v8 : 8 E ®) are equiva-
lent if and only if the correspondence ~8 <-> v8 extends to an 
isometry between the linear spaces generated by, respectively, 
3.8 
~ 8 : e E e and v8 : e E e • By example B.2.8 in ~2] this is not 
true for pseudo experiments. LeCam's other criterion (proposition 
12 in [4]) carries, however, over to the case of pseudo experiments 
without difficulties. 
Theorem 3.6 
Let ~ = ( ( x , A-'),~ 8 : e E · e ) and ~ = (( ~ , S&), v 8 : e E e ) be 
dominated pseudo experiments. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) A(~,~) = 0 
(ii) There is an isometric lattice isomorfi from V(~) 
onto V(~) mapping f.le onto ve • 
(iii) There is an isometry from the linear space generated 
' 
by { 1-L; . e E el u ff.l~ . e E e} onto the linear space • • 
generated by {v; • e E el u lv~ • e E el which . • 
for each - into - and + into + maps, 8' ~e ve f-le ve • 
If (ii) holds then this isometric lattice isomorfi is unique 
and it preserves total mass. 
Remark: Other ·criterions for equivalence are given in ~2]. 
Proof of the theorem: Let c be a non negative function on e so 
that 1-L = ~c 8 \f-le I and v = ~c 8 lv8 I are finite measures dominating, 
e e 
respectively, lf.l8 : 8 
t 8 = df.l8/df.l , f = (f8 
Suppose b. ( ~, :f-) = 0 • 
E el 
8 E 
By 
and {v8 : e E el 
e) 
' 
g8 = dv8/dv 
theorem 3.4 f.,lf-1 
• Put 
and g = (ge . e E e) • 
= vf- 1 
• Let 
cr E V( ~ ) • By theorem 3. 5 there is a measurable function x. on 
Re such that dcr/df.l = x.of • Then J \rt(g) \dv = J lrt(f) \df.l = llcrll <oo, 
• 
Define a' by da'/dv = x.(g) • Then a' does not depend on which 
specification da/d~ is used. It is easily checked that a~ a' 
is an isometric lattice isomorfi from V(~) onto V(~) mapping, 
for ieach e , ~8 into Suppose 
(ii) is satisfied by the map 
Then 
This proves (i) ~ (ii). 
a -> a' from V( ~) to ,....._ V( ~) • 
a(x) = a+(x)-cr-(x) = llcr+JI-IIa-11 = ll(a+)'ll-ll(a-)'ll 
= 1\(o')+l\-ll(o'nl ~ a'(O) • 
Furthermore 
(§) 
for any finite sub set F of e and any selection of the real num-
bers a~i) • It follows that a' is uniquely determined for each 
a in W( ~) and hence - since V( ~) = W( ~ )-W( i) - for each a 
in V(~) • This proves the last statement of the theorem. (i) 
follows by considering the total mass in (§) and using the sub linear 
flh~ction criterion. (i) => (iii) follows from (i) => (ii), Suppose 
(iii) holds. Let F be a finite sub set of e • It suffices - in 
order to prove A ( 'G, ~) = 0 - to show that L ( ~F' ~F) = 0 • Put 
~ = ~~~8 I and ~ = ~lv8 I • Then A2((~,~8 : 8 E F),(~,v8 
and the result follows from theorem B.2.7 in ~2], 
Corollary 3.7 
Suppose ~e ~ 0 , 8 E 8 and v8 ~ 0 ; 8 E 6 • Then 
A(~,+)= 0 <=> A2(~,~) = 0. 
e E F))=P 
0 
Trivially B( ~) ~ V( ~) ~ L( ~) • When do we have equalities 
here~ Call g = ((x,Ji. ),iJ-8 : 8 E e) boundedly complete if: 
~8 (&) = 0 and & is a bounded measurable function on x imply 
8 
that & = 0 a.e.. \11 8 I for all 8 E e • A sub cr algebra 5b of 
J¥ will be called boundedly complete if the restriction of ~ to 
~ is boundedly complete. It is easily seen that any boundedly 
complete experiment is CE minimum sufficient. 
Theorem 3.8 
Suppose ~is dominated. Then 
(i) B(~) = vet) if and only 
plete and sufficient sub 
(ii) V(~) = L( ~) if and only 
(iii) B( ~) = L( ~) if and only 
Remark 1. 
cr 
if Jr has a boundedly com-
algebra S7J 
if flv is minimum sufficient. 
if ~ is boundedly complete. 
The author got~ in the case of experiments, the criterion (i) 
and the idea of its proof from a conversation with LeCam. (ii) 
along with theorem 3.5 is, with the same restriction, implicitely 
contained in [4]. (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
Remark 2. 
(i) may be replaced by: 
(i') B( ~) is closed under finite sup's 
(ii) may be replaced by: 
(ii') V(~) is a bEilld 
(iii) may be replaced by: 
(iii') B( ~) is a band 
Proof of the theorem: Let c be a non negative function on ® 
such that ~ = ~c 8 1~ 8 I is a finite measure dominating {~8 : 8 E ®}. 
a 
1° Suppose B( ~) = V( ~) and let S/; be a minimum sufficient sub 
a algebra. Let b be a bounded S'"b measurable function such that 
~ 8 (6) e 0 • By assumption A.(6) = 0 for each A. E V(cf) • It 
follows from theorem 3.5 that A.(cpo) = 0 for each s1 measurable 
and )., integrable function cp when A. E V(~) • It follows that 
6 = 0 a. e. I"- I for each A. E V(~) • It follows that S6 is 
boundedly complete. 
2° Suppose 'f E V( ~ )-B( 1o) • Then there exists a linear functio-
nal h in L(t )* = Jto(~) strongly separating 'f from B( ~) • 
We may - since B(~ ) is linear - assume that 
( §) 'f (h) > 0 = A.(h) ; A. E B( '6) . 
Let $1 be any sufficient sub (J algebra of J} . Then there is 
a bounded s~ measurable function h so that A.(h) = A.(h) when 
A. E V( ~ ) • It follows that we may choose a Sh measurable h 
in(§). By§ \'f\( ~ 0) > 0. It follows that 5,b is not boundedly 
complete. (i) follows now from (1) and (2). (ii) follows from 
theorem B.3.10 in ~~ and theorem 3.5 and (iii) follows from (i) and 
(ii). 0 
A simple consequence is: 
Theorem 3.9 
Let (; and ~ be dominated pseudo experiments. Suppose 
1:. ( ~, ~) = 0 • Then ~ has a sufficient and boundedly complete sub 
a algebra if and only if <.::f has. 
Proof: Follows from theorem 3.6 (ii) and theorem 3.8 • J] 
3.12 
Example 3.10 
Write ; X E ]-ex:> , ex:>[ • Let f be any 
Lebesgue integrable function on ]-co, co[ and let e be a positive 
number. Then- by theorem 3.8- there are real numbers a1 , ••• ,an 
and s1 , ••• ,sn so that: 
J\f(x)- ~ a.cp(x~g.)ldx < E:. i=1 ~ ~ 
Finally we have the following extension of the first equivalence 
in proposition 3 3 in [10]. 
Proposition 3.11 
Let i and ~ be dominated pseudo experiments such that 
6 2 ( ~, ~ ) = 0 • Then 6 ( g, ~ ) = 0 provided ~ is extremal. 
Proof: Write ~ = ((x,lt-), 1J. : 8 E e) and ~ = 
8 
We may - without loss of generality - assume that 
((~ ,$;3), v8 : eEe). 
~ is minimum 
sufficient - and consequently boundedly complete. Let B E ~. 
0---
Then, 8 ~ Q8 (B) , is an available power function in :.s-: • By 
theorem B. 3. 4 in B 2] this is also an available power function in ~. 
It follows that there is a test function M(B\o) in (; so that 
jM(B I 0 )diJ.e e \) 8 (B) • It follows - since ~ is boundedly complete -
that (x,B) /"--::> M(B lx) is an A-randomization from c; to ~ such 
that 1J.8M = v 8 ; e E e . The proposition follows now from theorem 
2.2. 0 
4. Convex combinations of dominated pseudo experiments and extremal 
]Seudo experiments. 
It was shown in DO] that - in the case a finite parameter set -
an experiment does not have a sufficient and complete sub a algebra 
if and only if it is equivalent with a proper mixture of two non 
equivalent experiments. In trying to generalize results valid for 
finite 9 we must keep in mind that - in general - we have to dis-
tinguish between several types of completeness. In particular 
bounded completeness does not - see Lehmann [8, page 152] - imply 
completeness. It turns out that many of the results in ~OJ carries 
over to the infinite case provided we replaces "completeness" with 
"bounded completeness".. A more detailed examination of various 
possible generalizations of the completeness concept for finite 9 , 
will be given in the next section. 
Consider two pseudo experiments ~ = ((x, ff), 1-19 : 8 E 9) and 
~ = ((~ ,SJ), \)e : e E e) and a number 'I E [0,1 J • A new pseudo 
experiment g; = ( ( d , ~), cr 8 : e E e) may then be defined by: J = [XX { 11 ] U [~ X { 2) ] 
t = the a algebra of all sub sets of } of the form 
[Ax !1! ] u [ Bx {2! J where A E J4. and B E S b 
o8 ([Axl1l] u [Bxl2l ]) = (1-'1)~--t 8 (A)+'1\) 8 (B) ; A EJ1, BE S1 
We will occasionally use the notation (1-'1) ~+ .. ~for this 
pseudo experiment. Note that ( 1-'1) ~ + 1 'r is an experiment when 
~ and ~ are experiments. It is not difficult to se that 
(1-'1)~ + 'f~ is dominated when ~ and~ are dominated. This and 
other facts are collected in: 
Proposition 4.1 
Let 't-, , ~ and -r be as above, and suppose ~ and 9" are 
dominated. Let c be a non negative function on e such that 
L:c 8111-l9li <co, L:c 8ii'J911 <co. Then L:c 9 \cr 8 1 >> la8 : e E e}. 
e 
Write 
f-1 = L:ce \!...t.el ' \) = L:ce 1\Je I , cr = L:c lcre I ' 
e e e 9 
fe = dfle/df.l ' ge = d'Je/d'J ' he = dae/dcr ' 
f = (f8 : e E e) , g = (g8 : e E e) , h = (h8 : e E e) • 
Then: 
o([Ax{1l] U [Bx{2l ]) = (1-'r)f..l(A)+-r\J(B) 
and 
One possible specification of h8 is: 
Proof: Note first that 
a;([Ax{1l J u [Bx{2} ]) = supo8 ([A'x{1}] u [B'xl2l ]) A'cA 
B'~B 
(1--r) SUpf..1 8 (A')+-r SUp'J8 (B') A'<;;A B'~B 
Hence 
It follows that 
so that 
L:c 811cr 8 ll = (1-T)li!J.II+rllvll <oo 
8 
Hence a = L:c 8 !cr8 1 
e 
is a finite measure 
cr([Axl1}] U (Bx!2} ]) = (1-'f)IJ.(A)+Tv(B) 
on t', 
and it is a matter of checking that dcra/dcr may be specified as 
stated. Finally let x be any bounded measurable function on R9 • 
Corollary 4.2 
Let 't , ~ , ~ and ~ be dominated pseudo experiments such 
that ~ "' ~ and '"& "' ~ • Then (k) (k) 
(1-'f)~+'f~ (k) (1-1") ~ +T ~ • 
Proof: Let F be a finite sub set of e and let ~ be sublinear 
on RF • Suppose ~ '""' ~ and ~ "' ~ and that ~ is a maximum of 
k k 
k linear functionals. Choose a non negative function c on e 
such that it works for all four experiments. We use the notation 
above for (% and r:r . Then: 
w([(1-rr) g +T~ ]F) =I ~(he : 8 E F)dcr = J~<x8 : 8 E F)dcrh-1 = 
= (1-·r)Jw<x8 : e E F)d!-lf-1+,-Jw<x8 : e E F)dvg-1 
= (1-,-)~(~ F)+Tw( ~F) = (by k-equivalence) 
A pseudo experiment ~ will be called extremal if 
0 
cj f'j i ~ + i ~ and A1 ( 'G, ~ ) = 0 imply ~ rv ~ • The extremal 
pseudo experiments are characterized in: 
Theorem 4.3 
pseudo c..e 
A dominated/experiment <V is extremal if and only if it admits 
a boundedly complete and sufficient sub a algebra. 
The proof is a consequence of propositions 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 
below. 
lToposition 4.4 
Let ,- E ]0, 1 [ • Then ( 1-T) 6 +T ~ is dominated if and only if 
~ and~ are dominated. 
Proof: We use the same notations as in the definition immediately 
before proposition 4.1. Let c ~ 0 be a function on e such that 
a = ~c 8 \cr8 I is a non negative measure dominating !o8 : e E el . 
As in the proof of proposition 4.1 we get \cr 8 l = (1-T)\1-le \+T\v8 I 
and 1icr8 11 = (1-T)II!-l811+TIIv8 11 • 
Hence 
It follows that ~ = Ec8 1~ 8 I and 
e 
v = Ece lve l 
e 
are finite measures 
and that cr = (1-~)~+~v , Suppose ~(.A) = 0 • Then 
o([Axl1l ]+[0xi2l ]) = (1-~)~(.A)+~v(0) = 0 , Hence 
It follows that ~ >> t~8 : 8 E ei • 
Similarily 
This proves the "only if" and the "if" follows from proposition 4.1 • 
.0 
:Proposition 4.5 
Let ~ E ]o, 1 [ and suppose ( 1-~) ~ +~ ~ is dominated, that 
A1 ( 1; ,?; ) = 0 and that it admits a boundedly complete and suffici-
ent sub cr algebra. Then A ( ~ ,r;;) = 0 • 
Proof: We use the notations of proposition 4.1. Suppose we have 
proved the proposition when ~ and~ are minimum sufficient. 
Let It, and ~ be minimum sufficient experiments equivalent with, 
respectively, G and ~ • Then (1-~) ~ +~'t is dominated by 
theorem 3.1, it is equivalent with (1-~) ~+'T~ by corollary 4.2, 
and it admits a boundedly and sufficient sub cr algebra by theorem 
3. 9. Furthermore 61 ( ~' ~) = A1 ( ~' ~) = 0 • Hence 
A ( ~ ,~ ) = b. ( c&, ~) = 0 .. It follows that we may, without loss of 
generality, assume that ~ and ~ are minimum sufficient. By 
proposition 4.1 crh-1 = (1-~)~f- 1 +'Tvg- 1 • Hence ~f- 1 << crh-1 • 
Let s be a version of d~f- 1 /doh- 1 • We may specify s so that 
On the other hand: 
J1dcr8 = a 8 ([xxl1l ]+[~x{2l]) 
(since b1 ( ~ , '5:') = 0 
i.e. J[s(h)-1 ]dcr0 8 O • 
The a-algebra genrated by h is, by assumption, boundedly complete 
and soh-1 is bounded. It follows that 
s (h) = 1 a. e. a s = 1 a. e. 
Hence ~f- 1 = ah-1 = (1-T)~f- 1 +Tvg- 1 • It £ollows that ~f- 1 = vg-1 
so that - by theorem 3.4 - ~( ~, 'J:') = 0 • 
0 
Proposition 4.6 
Let Ji be a dominated (pseudo) experiment which does not admit 
a boundedly complete and sufficient sub a algebra and let 
T E ]0,1[ • Then there are ~1 equivalent (pseudo) experiments~ 
and ~ so that j( "'(1-T) G+-r~ and ~( ~~~) > 0 ·• 
Proof: We may - without loss of generality- assume that tJ( is 
minimum sufficient. Write ?( = ( (U ,~) ; A.8 E e) • By assumption 
there is a bounded measurable function cp on (U,<:g) so that 
A.e(cp) e 0 and \A.e \(cp ~ 0) > 0 for at least one 8 ' say for 
e = e0 • Suppose M is a constant so that - M < cp < M • Let 
~, fJ E ]0, 1 J • Then ~ spm + ( 1-s) and 11 sp;~ are test functions 
and the A. 8 integrals are, respectively, (is·+ 1-s)A.8 (u) and 
!fJA.8 (u) • We may adjust g or f1 so that one of these numbers 
are T a.'l'ld choose 6 accordingly. By this construction 
We are now ready to define the (pseudo) experiments 
{t = (( x, Jf), ~ 9 : e E e ) and 1 = ( ( ~ , ~ ), v 8 : o E ® ) • 
Put x = 1 = u ~ Jf = s1 ='S 
~0 (A) = 1 ~,. JC1-6)dA.8 ; A EJr 
A 
and v8 (A) = ~JodA.8 ; A E J+ 
A 
Then 
~e(x) = 1~,. J<1-o)dA.e = 1~,.(A.e(u)-,.A.e(u)) = "-e(u) 
and 
1 j' 1 v0 ( M) = - odA. = - ,.A. (U) = A. (u) • ~ ,. o ,. e o 
It follows that D.1 ( ~ ,rs) = o • Furthermore ~8 ~ 0 and v > 0 ' 0 = 
and 
is 
they are probability measures when 
"-e is a probability measure. 
Let c 
a finite 
be a non negative function on e such that A. = ~ce !A.o I 
measure dominating l A. 8 • • 
and 
8 E e } • By the definitions: 
It follows that ~ = ~c I~ \ e e 
and v = l:ce lve I are finite measures. Put re = d\/d"- . e E ® 
' 
• 
We may assume that Elce Ire I . c 8 > ol = 1 Then . 
d~-t 0 1dA. 1-o and dv IdA. = ~ r so that I 1-o . and = N re 8 'f 8 d~-t dA. ::;: p 
0 dvldA. = - • 
'f 
. e E • 
It follows easily that 1-l >> 1-le : e E e , 
e , and that d~-t 0 1d~-t = dv81dv = r 8 • Put 
®) , and write (1-T) t,. + T ~ = ((J ,~ ),cr 8 : 8 E ®) 
as before. By proposition 4.1 a = L:c 0 lcr 8 I is a finite measure 
8 
\) >> \)EJ 
r = (ro • e E • 
dominating l a 8 : e E e l . Put he = dcr 8 Ida and h = (he : e E ® ) • 
By proposition 4.1 again: crh-1 ::: (1-T)~-tr- 1 +Tvr- 1 • Let n be a 
bounded measurable function on R8 • Then 
I j.1 o j'o J J 71.(r)dA. = (1-T) 1:'1" ,t(r)dA. + 'f;: n(r)dA. = (1-'f) .n(r)d~-t + 'f n(r)dv • 
It follows that A.r- 1 = (1-T)~-tr- 1 + Tvr- 1 so that crh-1 = A.r- 1 • 
By theorem theorem 3. 4 ( 1-'f ) ~ + 'f 'f "' "d( • It remians to show 
that A(~'~)> 0 •. Suppose A(~ ,rg-) ::: 0 • Then 
-1 -1 "\ -1 -1 ~-tr = vr = Ar • Let t be A.r l R® • integrab e on Then 
t o r is A. integrable and: 
(§) J' 1 b 0 s j' [-=- - -Jt o r dA. = t o r d~-t- (t o r)dv 1-'f 'f 
By minimal sufficiency there is a r measurable test function 6 
on (U, c::g) so that A.( 6 I= ~) ";:. 0 • Let w be a measurable func-
tion on R8 so that "' 6 = w o r • (§) may then be written: 
(§§) I·[~ - ~ltdA. = 0 1-T T.J 
Here we may - since w is A.r- 1 integrable - insert 
Hence: 
(§§§) 
It follows that 1-w 1-T 
w 
=-T a. e. i.e. W = T a. e. 
so that 6 = T a.e. A • Hence 6 = T a.e. A • This, however, 
is impossible since lA I<< A and IA00 I(b ~ T) > 0 • It follows Oo 
that A ( ~ , ~ ) > 0 • l] 
Proof of theorem 4.3 1°. Suppose ~ is extremal and dominated. 
By proposition 4.6; ~ must admit a boundedly complete and suffi-
cient sub a-algebra. 
2°. Suppose ~ is dominated and admits a boundedly complete and 
sufficient sub a-algebra. Then; proposition 4.5 implies that ~ 
is extremal. 
0 
Corollary 4.7 
.An experiment c5 is extrerral if and only if the equivalence 
~ rv! t 
where ~ and ~ are experiments, imply i "'~ 
Proof: Then "only if" follows from the definition of extremality 
and the 11if 11 follows from proposition 4.6. 0 
It was shown in [10] that - in the case of a finite parameter 
set - any experiment is a mixture of extremal experiments. We will 
here show how this may be generalized to the separable experiments -
to be defined now. 
A sub set Gl 0 of e will be called a separant for the pseudo 
experiment ~ = ( (x, St})' 1-le . e E e) if it is countable and • 
11-le . 8 E e l is dense in il-l() . e E el for the strong topology. • • 0 
A separable pseudo experiment is a pseudo experiment having a 
separant. A pseudo experiment {% is separable if and only if 
V( ~) is separable. Any separable pseudo experiment 
~ = ((x,[c}), 1-le : o E e) is dominated and the converse holds 
provided Jr is separable. 
A few simple facts on separable pseudo experiments are collected 
in: 
Proposition 4.8 
( i) If ~ has separan t 
0.--
e 0 and e 0 
a separant for ~ • In particular: separability is pre-
served by equivalence. 
is 
(ii) If ~ has separant ®0 and ~ = (( J. , /{), a 9 : 0 E ®_J 
is an experiment satisfying A2. (~eo,~) = 0 , then there 
is one and only one experim~t 1' = ((~ , t), a0 : G E e) 
such that A2 (~ ,~ ) = 0 • ' rv ~ provided cJ rv geo • 
Proof: (i) follows imediately from the sub linear function criterion. 
(ii) Let ~ = ((x,/4-), 1-lo : e E e) have separant e 0 and 
let~ = ((J ,g), (J : 8 0 
meter set Suppose 
E e 0 ) be a pseudo experiment with para-
A2 ( t 90 , j) = 0 • By assumption there is 
a sequence in e so that 0 llf.l8 -1-1811 ~ 0 • Hence n 
llcr -cr IJ = ll1-18 -l-l0 It -t 0 as m, n ~ oo • It follows that there is 0n 8m n m 
4.11 
a finite measure cre on ~ such that II cr 8 -cr 8 II -7 o • Using A2 
n 
equivalence once more we see that cro does not depend on the 
choice of the sequence f enl in e • Furthermore : (J e ~) • 0 
lim cr 0 C}) = lim ~e (/+') = ~-t 8 CJr) ; 0 E e • Hence A1 ( , 't ) = 0 • 
n n n n 
Let F be a finite (non empty) sub set of e and let 
a = (ao 8 E F) be a point in RF • To each 0 E F there is a 
sequence l'lln,el in e 0 so that 111-i -~ II -7 o Yin, 8 0 • By construction; 
equivalence) lim II I;a0 ~'ll II = 
n F n,e 
JIL:a8~ 8 11 • It follows that A2 ( (% ,5') =; 0 • Uniqueness follows 
F 
directly from the sub linear function criterion. Suppose finally 
that c;g. "" ~ Let ,,, be a sub linear function on RF where F &eo cl • '~' 
is a finite sub set of e • Choose 'lln,o ; n = 1,2, ••• , o E F as 
above. Then 
*(cr0 :o E F)= lim*(cr ;e 
n 'lln, 0 
E F) = lim*(~'ll ;e E F) 
n n,o 
= ~(~0 : 8 E F) • 
It follows that 'G ""'~ • 
Another simple results is: 
Proposition 4.9 
Any separable pseudo experiment is equivalent with a pseudo 
experiment with [C,1] as sample space. 
0 
Proof: Suppose ((x,J}), 1-i : 0 E e) is a pseudo experiment 0 
with separant 
that L: { c8 l!~-t 0 II 
finite measure 
fe =·~e/d~ • ,... , \) 
e • 0 
• 8 . E 
Let 
e l 0 
dominating 
c be a non negative function on e 
0 
<o:> • Then ~d~fL:{ ce l~o I . 0 E e • 0 
!~-to • 0 E el Specify 0 • 
E e so that I:{ co lfe I • 0 E e } = 1 and put • 
' 0 
so 
is a 
f = (f6 : 8 E e0 ) • Construct a pseudo experiment 
~ = ((~,)lS), v8 : 8 E 8 0 ) as follows: 
~ = the set of all 
L:{c 8 1Y9 I : e E 
t Reo poin s y E 
e0 l ~ 1 • 
such that 
Sb= the class of Borel sub sets of~. 
v8 = ~ef- 1 when e E e0 • 
Then - by the sub linear function criterion - ~ ~ce The proof 6eo d • 
follows now from proposition 4.8 ru1d the fact tl1at (~,S1) is Borel 
isomorf with [0,1]. 
Let us so turn to the task of decomposing separable experiments 
into separable extremal experiments. The final result will be an 
experiment of the form: 
((T x x, ~ xJ}) ; Q0 : e E e) 
where: 
(i) T and x are Borel sub sets of Polish spaces and, ~ andjc} 
are, respectively, the classes of Borel sub sets of T 
and x • 
(ii) Qe(s X A) = JP0t(A)rr(dt) where TT is a probability measure 
on ! s and Pet ; e E e , t E T is a family of probability 
measures on JJr such that t f'o-? Po,t(A) is measurable "VThen 
8 E e and A E J\' . 
The basic properties of our construction are stated as: 
Theorem 4.10 
.Any separable experiment {t- with separant 
with an experiment 
( T X X , '1 >< J} , Q(\ 
v 
o E e) 
satisfying (i), (ii) and: 
e 0 is equivalent 
(iii) The map (t,x) ~ x from T x x is minimum sufficient, 
and 
(iv) The experiments ((x,J~), PB,t : e E e) ; t E T are bounded-
ly complete and 
l P 8 t : e E e 0 l >> ! P 8 t: o E e I ; t E T • 
Remark 
It follows from (iii) that ~ ~ ((x,Jt), Q0 (T X o) ; 0 E ®) • 
Suppose ~ has a particular property which imply that Q8 (T x A0 )01 
for a certain A0 in Jf . Then (ii) and (iv) imply that there is 
a set N in ~ so that rr(N) = 0 and P0t(T x A0 ) 0 1 when t i N. 
!'roof of the theorem: Let ~ = ( ( IJ, ':0), flo : 0 E El) be an experi-
men t with s eparan t e • 0 The summation set for any sum denoted by 
L: will, in this proof, be e 0 • Let c be an everywhere positive 
function on e 0 such that L:c = 1 • Then \-ld~.fz:;c \-l 0 0 is a proba-d\-lo 
bility measure dominating fl-lo • 0 E el Specify fo E ® • • = d\-l ;o 0 
so that fo ~ 0 when 0 E ® and L:c8f0 = 1 • 0 
Define X as the set of points X in R®o such that 
x0 :;;;: 0 ; 0 E ®0 , L:c 8x0 = 1 • Denote by K the set of points x 
in R90 such that x 0 ~ 0 ; G E ®0 and L:c 8x8 ~ 1 • Then K is 
compact and metrizeable for the topology of pointwise convergence 
on 
X 
e • 0 The sub set 
is a Polish space. 
X is a G0 sub set of K • It follows that 
Let v~ be the class of Borel sub sets of x • 
The set f1r of all probability measures v on J+- such that 
* is convex and it is compact for the weak 
topology. It follows from Krein Millman's theorem [ 3 , page 131 J 
4.14 
that the set T of extreme points of )J is non empty. It may 
see Phelps [9, page 7] - be sholtm that T is a Gb sub set of 
Let J denote the class of :Sorel sub sets of T • 
We have, so far, constructed measurable spaces (x ,/J() and 
(T,;j) satisfying (i). Each V E Af defines an experiment 
v 
{v8 : e E e0 1 
measure on Jdr 
where - for each 0 E e0 v0 is the probability 
whose Radon Nikodym derivative w. r. t. V is 
x~ x8 • The projection (t,x)f'--> x from T X x onto X will 
be denoted by X • 
The map f from (~,~) to (x, ~) is measurable. Put 
p = jJ.f-1 
• Then p E (\j. Define - for each 6 E e Po as the 0 
probability measure on Jo/ whose Radon Nikodym derivative w. r. t. 
:P is x ~ x 0 • Then - by the sub linear function criterion 
~eo ~ ((x,{to/), P8 : 0 E ~ • It follows from proposition 4.8 that 
there is one and only one way of defining probability measures 
P0 : e E e-e 0 so that ~'"'" ((x,~), P0 : o E e) • Let- for each 
• 
0 - s 8 be a finite non negative version of the Radon Nikodym deri-
vative We may assume that 
X E X • 
when o E e 0 and 
By a theorem of Choquet [9, page 19] there is a probability 
measure n on d and a family Pt : t E T of probability measures 
in !if such that t ~ P t (A) is measurable for any A E vft and 
P(A) = J Pt(a)rr(dt) ; A E A . Define - for each o E e0 and each 
t E T - the probability measure P8 t on Jr by: 
P0 t(A) = J s 8dPt ; A E Jr. 
A 
Then t ~ P0t(a) is measurable when o E e0 • We may therefore 
define Q8 when o E e 0 by: 
(§) Q8 (S X A)= JP0t(A)n(dt), S E :1 , A E/+ 
s 
Similarily define the probability measure Q on J x J:r by 
(§§) Q(S x A)= JPt(A)n(dt), S Ei, A Etfo. 
s 
By (§) 
L:c 8Q8 (S X A) = J[r:c 8P8 t(A)]'f1tl.t} = JPt(A)n(dt) ; S E 1, A E /f. 
s s 
Hence 
Furthermore: 
J s 8 dQ = Jr8 (t)IA(x)s8 (x) Q(d(t,x)) = JP8 t(A)n(dt) 
SXA S 
= Q8 (S X A) ; 8 E e0 , S E ;j , A E ~4 
Hence 
: e E e 0 
It follows- since s 8(x) = x8 when 8 E e0 and x EX- that X 
is minimum sufficient in the experiment ((T x x,/xtft),Q8 : 8 E e0 ) ~ 
Novn 
= JrA(x)x8P(dx) = P8 (A) 
Hence (T X x,.f x.flr, Q8 : 
when 8 E e 0 and A E J+ . 
8Ee)Nt • 0 eo By proposition 4. 8 
again there is one and orJy one way of defining probability measures 
Q8 : 8 E e-e 0 on :/ x J~ so that ( T x x, f x J}, Q8 : 9 E e) ,.._, G . 
Clearly X is minimum sufficient in this experiment also. 
Let 8 E 9 • Then there is a sequence fenl 
~8 ~ ~e • Hence P8 ~ P8 
n n 
so that 
in e so that 
0 
J ls8 -s8 ldQ = J ls 8 -s8 ldP = IIP8 -P8 11 ~ 0 • It follows - since 
n n n 
Q8 ~ Q8 - that dQ8/dQ = s 8 ; e E e • 
n 
Let S E j and e E e • Then: 
JcJs8 dPt]n(ds) = JI8 (t)s8 (x)Q(d(-ttx)) = JI8 (t)Q8 (d(t,x)) = Q8 (sxx) 
s 
If e E e 0 then Q8 (s x x) = Jn(dt) = n(S) • 
s 
extends to any e E e • Hence 
so that 
By separability this 
Js8dPt = 1 for n almost all t in T. 
Put s 8 = {t : Js 8 dPt ~ 11 • Then rr(s8 ) = 0 for each e E e and 
se = 0 when e E e • 0 
Let 8 E 8-90 and suppose t ~ s8 • Then we define Pe,t as 
the probability measure on~ whose Radon Nikodym derivative w.r.t. 
Pt is s 8 • If 8 E e-e 0 and t E s 8 then we put Pe,t = Pt • 
We have now defined all the probability measures Pe,t ; e E e, 
t E T so that: 
= s 8 when 
P ""' Pt when e,t 
It follows that P8 ,t(A) is measurable in t for each 8 E ® and 
A E ~ and that P 8 t << 1\ for all e E ® and t E T • Let 
S E :J , A E ~ and 8 E ® • Then : 
Q8 (s x A)= Jr8 (t)IA(x)s8 (x)Q(d(t,x)) = JcJs8dPt]dn == JP8 t(A)dn. 
SA S 
Let t E T • Suppose {P8t : e E el was not extremal. Then -
since it is minimum sufficient it can't be boundedly complete. 
H · t t · t · /V\1 def 1P E f.'il 1 t (.";\ · t b d d ence J. s res rJ.c J.on £1\.t = l et : e I!:!J 0 J o I!:!J 0 J.S no oun e -
ly complete either. It follows since ~t is minimum sufficient 
that ~t is not extremal. By corollary 4.7 there are non equi-
valent experiments "'X.t and J< t on ®0 so that ·:xt = tAt +t ~t • 
It follows from proposition 4.1 and theorem 3.4 that there are 
probability measures V_b and Vt in {i[ so that Pt = tvt +tV.t 
and V' t 1: V" t • This, however, is - since pt is an extreme point 
inM - a contradiction. It follows that the experiments 
{Pet • e E el are extremal so that - by minimum sufficiency - they • 
are bounded complete. 0 
The last part of the proof of theorem 4.10 is a consequence of 
the following extremality condition for dominated experiments. 
Theorem 4.11 
Let G= ((x,Jr), Pe . 8 E ®) be a dominated experiment • 
let c be a non negative function on ® so that nd~/L:c P e e 
f 8 be a non negative and finite version of dP8 /dn • 
f = (f8 : e E e) • 
and 
is a 
Then G is extremal if and only if TTf- 1 
for the convex set of probability mea.sures 
is an extreme point 
on [ 0 ,co[8 (with the 
product 
satisfies 
cr algebra) which are supported by 
J x 8 p ( dx ) 8 1 • 
and 
Proof: Let the convex set described above be denoted by~. 
1°. Suppose g is extremal and that nf-1 = 1Jp 1 +ip 11 
p' ,p" E fV' • Define p t 8 and p" e by: 
where 
Then 1Vf = {p~ : 8 E e} and 1.,." = {p~ : 8 E el are experiments 
and it is -using proposition 4.1 easily checked that 
~ rv 1J- ~~ +i ~" • By extremali ty: ~~ rv 1!..' so that p' = p 11 • 
It follows that nf-1 is extreme. 
2o. Suppose TTf- 1 is extreme. Let "'/..' and J(t1 be experiments 
such that t rv f£1--'+i'l" • 
Write "'1!. = ( (x t' A'), P' • 8 E e') 8 . 
and 
""!." = ((x.", J'.r"), ptt • 8 E @II) It is easily seen that e • • 
n' = L:cePe and TT" = L:c prr dominates, respectively { pt . 8 E el • 8 8 8 
and {pn 8 e E el • Let f' e and fll 8 
versions of, respectively, dP~/dn' 
f' = (f' • e E e) and f" = (f" . e 8 , e , 
sition 4.1 that nf-1 == -!nf'-1+tr"rf 11 - 1 
- nf•-1 = iTf 11 - 1 SQ that ~I rv ;<." • 
be finite non negative 
and aPe/dn" Put 
E 
• 
®) • It follows from propo-
and - since nf•-1 ,nf"-1 E Af 
The extremali ty of G 
follows now from corollary 4.7. 1:] 
5. Completeness of product experiments 
It is well known that several important results in the theory 
of mathematical statistics involves some notion of completeness. 
The most important ones are bounded completeness, quadratic comple-
teness (to be defined below) and completeness. As an example we 
mention only the fact that a dominated experiment admits a suffici-
ent and quadratically complete sub a-algebra, if and only if, any 
real function on ® which is unbiasedly estimable within the class 
of everywhere quadratically integrable variables, has a UMVU 
estimator. [The t1if 11 was proved by Le:b..mann and Schefi'e in [7]• 
Most of the recent comprehensive books on mathematical statistics 
does not mention the "only if 11 , although this important result was 
proved by Bahadur [1] in 1957]. 
Let p E [1 ,co] • An experiment ~== ((x,J'¥),P8 : 8 E e) will be 
called p-complete if any random variable 6 in nLp(x,Jt,P8 ) such 
e 
that Pe ( 6) o o is = 0 a. e. Pe for all 8 E e • A sub (J algebra 
s~ of JY/ will be called p-complete if the restriction of ~ to 
s~ is p-complete. We may write "complete" instead of "1-complete" 
and ''quadratically complete 11 instead of 11 2-complete 11 • Clearly p-
completeness imply q-completeness for q > p and p-completeness 
for any p imply bounded completeness. 
If e or x is finite then these notions are all equivalent. 
If e is infinite, however, then they all differ and bounded com-
pleteness does not - in general - linply ~completeness. 
5.2 
Example 5.1 
Put X = ! 0, 1", 2,. • .l , ~Jf = the class of all sub sets of X 
and define probability measures Pn; n = 1,2, ••• by: 
Pn(O) = 1-1, P (n) = 1; n = 1,2, ••• n n n 
Then {Pn; n = 1,2, ••• ! is boundedly complete. It is not, however, 
CC.complete. 
Example 5. 2 
Let (x,f.r) be as in the previous example. Let 
Pn E ]0,1[ , n = 1,2 ••• and define- for each n = 1,2, ••• -the 
probability measure Pn by: 
1-p n 
Pn(i) = 0 when 0 < i < n 
P (n+i) = -l--1 p ; i = 1,2, ••• n 2~+ n • 
A random variable o is here everywhere integrable if and only 
if it is P1 integrable, and this is the case if and only if 
co . 
2: 2-1 lb(i) I <CO. 
i=O 
o. ; i = 0,1,2, ••• is an unbiased estimator of 
l 
zero if and only if bi = (1+Pi!1 - 2pi1 )o 0 ; i = 1,2, ••• and 
~ I P -1.!1 - 2p -:-1 16 2- i < co • 
l ~ 0 
Let T E ]1,oo] and define numbers s 1 ,s2 , ••• recursively by: 
i 
-
s1 = 2, si+i = 2s.+2'f • i = 1 '2' ••• Then s. > 1 all i so l , • ~ 
that we may put pi = -1 s. l • This model is T complete since 
. co 
-1 I'(" -~ 2p . 2 = I: 1 = co • ~ . 1 It is not however, - since ~= 
'~"'-complete for any '1" 1 in [1,'~"[ • 
p-completeness is - of course - not preserved by equivalence. 
The property of having a sufficient and p-complete sub a-algebra 
is, however, preserved by equivalence for dominated experiments. 
Proposition 5.3 
Let ~ be a dominated experiment admitting a p-complete and 
sufficient sub a-algebra. Suppose 1::.( cg/:&') = 0 • 
Then ~ admits a p-complete and sufficient sub cr algebra. 
Proof: Write fb = ( ( x, ~) , P 8 : e E e ) 
Let c be a nonnegative function on e 
pd~,f& Q 
e 8 are probability measures dominating, respectively, 
! P 8 : e E el and ! Q8 : e E e I • 
Write fe = dl?e/drr J 8 E e ge = dQe/dp • 8 E e , 
' 
f = (fe : 8 E e) and g = (ge • G E e) • . 
By theorem 3.4 rrf-1 = pg-1 • 
Suppose cp E f\ Lp ( Q8 ) , that Qe(cp) = o and that cp is of the 
e 
form cp = ''- o g where rt is a real valued measurable function on 
R8 • Then J lrwf lpdP8 = J j;wf lf8drr = J x8 IH.(x) jdrrf-1 
= Jx8 lrt(x) jdpg-1 = Jg8 lrl(g) jPdp = J lrt(g) lpdQ8 <a:>. 
It follows that '~ o f E /)LP(P9 ) and Jrl o f dP8 = Jn o g dQ8 - 0 • 
8 
Hence - since the a-algebra induced f is p-complete - n o f = 0 
a. e. 'li so that rc = 0 a. e. rrf- 1 = pg.-1 ·• Consequently 
cp = YL o g = 0 a. e. p • 
Suppose we have a dominated model for independent random vari-
ables Xj,x2, ••• ,Xh which admits a p-complete (bounded complete) 
and suff~cient 
/statistic. Does the model for x1 , ••• ,~ where m < n admit a p-
complete (bounded complete) and sufficient statistic? This is the 
central problem of this section. The answer can not be an uncon-
ditional yes since the hypothesis is satisfied whenever one of the 
n observations is totally informative. It will, ho~ver, be shown 
that the answer is yes provided we impose a mild regularity condit-
ion. This ·condition is automatically satisfied when our 
observations are identically distributed. 
Let ~ ~ ((x.~),P8 : s E ®) and ~ ~ ((~~3),Q9 : e E ®) be 
two experiments. We shall say that ~ has the finite infimum 
property (f.i.p.) w.r.t. t; if AP8 = 0 for any finite sub set of 
F 
e such that /\Q8 = 0 • We shall say that ~ has the finite in-
F 
fimum property (f.i.p.) if for all non emply finite sub 
set of e .. 
f'-. 
If -:7 has f.i.p. then~ has f.i.p. w.r.t. any 
experiment ~ • Clearly any homogenuous experiment has f.i.p. 
For any experiment (ff = ((x,Jf);P8 : e E e) with finite para-
meter set e and any number t E R9 such that t > 0 and 
= 
1 , put 
t 
L * ( t ) = J ~ [ dp 8 I d~P 8 ] 0 a~P 9 • 
The map t r-> L ~ ( t) is called the Laplace transform (Hellinger 
transform) of ~ • If d:P0 /d~ = f 8 for some measure A then 
t L~(t) = J~f8 8 dA • The Laplace transform determines the experiment 
up to equivalence and we shall use the formulas: 
n 
L n ~ = I1 LcJ.. 
n b . i=1 0 i 
. 1 J_ J.= 
and 
The f.i.p. property may now be described in terms of Laplace 
transforms as follows: 
~has f.i.p. w.r.t. 
non empty finite sub set 
I:te = 1 
' 
such that 
L;-F 
1; if 
of e 
(t) = 0 
and only if 
and point 
-~ has 
L ~ F ( t) = 0 for any 
t E [0 ,oo[F satisfying 
the f.i.p. property if 
F 
rc-. and only if the Laplace transform of any experiment 7F where F 
is a finite non empty sub set of e , has no zeros. It follows 
that f.i.p. is preserved by equivalence and moreover that ~ has 
~ rv (('._. f.i.p. w.r.t. if J has f.i.p. w.r.t. 
rv 
~ and 
£\(~,~)=A(~,~)= 0. 
Consider first the case of extremal product experiments: 
Theorem 5.4 
Let ~ and ~ be dominated experiments such that ~)(~ is 
extremal. Then ~ is extremal provided ~ has f.i.p. w.r.t.~ 
Proof: Let ~ and A be experiments such that ~ rv i J + i 'de • 
Then ~ X~ rv il~ x'&)+ i (Xx~} • Hence - since G X~ is extre-
mal - ~ x ~ ""' 1--. X~ • Let F be a finite non empty sub set of 
e and t a point in [0 ,cc[F such that L:F t 8 = 1 • Then 
L~F(t)L~F(t) = L~F(t)oL~F(t). It follows that L~F(t) = L~(t) 
when L~ ( t) > 0 • 
F 
Suppose L'"t (t) = 0. Then - since ~ has 
F 
f.i.p. w.r.t. ~ - 0 = L c! (t) = iL ~ (t)+iL ~ (t) • It follows 
0F F F 
so that ~ F "' ~F • Hence ~ "' '7/.. and this 
proves the extremali ty of ~ , 
0 
Corollary 5.5 
Let <G be a dominated experiment and suppose (;n is extremal. 
Then ~m is extremal when 1<m<n. 
= = 
Proof: Suppose the statement is true for n = k and consider the 
case n = k+1 • Then ~n"' ~kx~ • Clearly ~ has f.i.p. 
w.r.t. ~k • Hence ~k is extremal and - by the induction hypo-
thesis - this imply that <Gm is extremal for any m=1,2, ••• n • 
T.he corollary follows no by induction on n • 0 
In order to treat the same problem for p-completeness we need a 
result which is of some interest in itself. 
Theorem 5.6 
Let ~ = ((x,Jf ),P8 : e E e) and~= CCf:1 ,SJJ),Q0 : e E e) be 
dominated experiments such that ~ has f.i.p. w.r.t. f} .. 
Suppose ~ is minimum sufficient and let fJ be a minimum suffici-
ent sub o-algebra in the product experiment: 
't x ~ = ( (xx ft, Ax~) ; P8xQ8 : e E e) 
Let be a real valued everywhere integrable variable in ~ 
such that: 
Then 
Ep xQ ( o 1 J ) = o a. e. P 8 xQ8 ; e E e • 
8 8 
Proof: Choose a countable sub set e0 of e so that: 
and 
The summation set for any sum l:: appearing in this proof will - if 
not otherwise indicated - be (G 0 • Let c be an everyvvhere posi-
tive function e 0 such that l::c8 = 1 and l::c 8 P e ( \6 I ) <OJ • Put: 
11 = I:ce Po p = L:ceQo , cr = l::ce (PexQa) 
' 
fe = dP8drr 
' 
f = (fe . e E e) ge = dQ8/dp and h = d(:P8xQ8 )/do We may • 
' 6 • 
assume that - for each 8 fo, ge and h8 are finite non negative i versions such that he is measurable and l::cefe = 1 • 
8 
5.8 
It follows from the minimum sufficiency of ~ that we may assume 
that c is of the form o = 11 o t where 11 is a real valued mea-
e surable function on R • 
:Sy assumption Ep ><Q o e 0 
e e 
therefor define - for each e 
on Jt by: 
dS8/dP0 = a~ 1 (o++1) and 
where a8 = Ep (t/ +1) 
e 
+ - -so that Ep 6 = Ep o • 
e e 
We may 
- probability measures and 
Then a. are probability measures dominating, 
e E el and {T8 : e E el • Put respectively, ls0 
s 0 = dS8/dc;x., s = (s8 e E e) , t 8 = dT8 I dP and t = ( t 8 : e· E e) • 
Simple calculations yield: 
c 
and dn/d~ = [(6-+1)~(~)f0 ]- 1 • 
G 
Define experiments ~ and A by: 
~ = ( ( x , J}) , s 8 : e E e ) and 'd{ = (( x, A; , f 8 : e E e ) • 
Suppose ~ ~1{. Let b be a bounded measurable function on 
R8 • Then - since 6 = 110f is TT integrable - : 
c 
= Jb(x)[a8~8 J- 1 (a.f- 1 )(dx) and similarily: 
e 
J(bof)[(11-of)+1]drr = Jb(x)[~:8~8 J- 1 (pf- 1 )(dx). 
8 
By theorem 3. L~: a.s - 1 = i3 t - 1 so that, by c§1: o.f-1 = f.3f- 1 • Hence 
J (bof)(T}of)dn = J (bof)[(fl+of)+1 ]d'li - J (bof)[fl-of)+1 ]dn = 
Jb(x)[Z~x8 ]- 1 (~f- 1 )(dx)- Jb(x)[~::x0 ]- 1 (~f- 1 )(dx) = 0, 
The validity of this for all bounded measurable functions on R9 
imply 6 = T}of = 0 a.e. TT , i.e. P (6=0) = 1 • The proof will e e 
now be completed by sho·wing ~ rv 6{. • We will show this by showing 
that Lee (t) = Ld( (t) when F is anon empty finite sub set of @ 
d F F 
and t E [O~[F satisfies ~Fte = 1 • Consider such a pair (t,F) • 
Then - since o is a integrable -
H];?':0} lnof jdcr = J{~[h0 (z;>0 )-1 ] t 0} lnof I (z;>0 )do <co • 
. t -
It follows that L~h8 8 j(flof) is cr integrable and consequently 
it is P8 X Q8 integrable whenever 8 E 9 0 • 
since h is d/ measurable - : 
It follows that Jlnh:8J('qof)dcr = 0 i.e. 
F 
(§§) J[nh:8J<1l+of)dcr = J[rlh:8]C1l-of)dcr • 
F F 
Let 
Now h 8 = (f8 ~8 )[~c 8 (f8 ~0 )]- 1 a.e. cr and 
dcr!d(nxp) = ~c 0 (f8 ®g8 ) so that (§§)may be written: 
0 E 8 • 0 Then -
or 
• 
By Fubini's theorem this may be written: 
Hence 
( § § § ) J'L nf: 8 J 6+ d n = J [IIf: e J 6-d rr 
F F 
when ~ (t) > 0 • By the f.i.p. property, however, this holds 
F 
also when ~ (t) = 0 • It follows that: 
F 
L1 (t) = Jrr[a8- 1 (o++1)f0 ]t0drr = rra-t0J[nft9]6+dn + na-t0Jlnft9Jdrr = ~F F F 8 F 8 F 8 . F 8 
(the same expression in 6-) = L~(t) • 
0 
We are now ready to prove the analogs of theorem 5.4 and corol-
lary 5.5 for p-completeness. 
Theorem 5.7 
• 
Let c.; and ~ be dominated experiments such that ~ has f.i.p. 
w.r. t. c; . Suppose ~ X g-- admits a p-complete and sufficient sub 
a-algebra. 
Then <t admits a p-complete and sufficient sub a-algebra. 
5.11 
Eroof: We may -without loss of generality assume that c; is mini-
mum sufficient. Write 't = ((x,./¥),P8 : e E e) , 
~ = ( ( ~ ,S3) ,Q8 ~ E e) and let J be a minimum sufficient sub 
a-algebra in ~ x IS • Suppose 
Then EE XQ 5 8 0 • 
8 e 
6 E n LP(P8 ) and that E8 o 9 o • 
8 
By sufficiency there is a ~ measurable random 
variable cp on x x J 
Ep XQ ( 0 11 ) = cp 
0 8 
so that: 
and 
Hence cp = 0 a.e. P6 X Q8 ; 8 E e 
o E e • 
so that- by theorem 5.6: E6 (6=0) 8 1 • 
Corollary 5.8 
l] 
Let ~ be a dominated experiment and suppose gn admits a 
sufficient and p-complete sub cr-algebra. 
Then ~m: m = 1,2, ••• n, admits a sufficient and p-complete 
sub cr algebra. 
hoof: This follows from theorem 5.7 as corollary 5.5 followed 
from theorem 5.4. 
5.12 
Let us finally consider a few examples of experiments with 
finite parameter sets. 
Example 5. 9 
Consider a sub set e of [0,1] containing m points. Let 
cg. 0 correspond to one binomial trial with unknown success parameter 
e E e • Then is extremal if and only if n < m-1 • 
= 
Example 5.10 
Let X be uniformly distributed on 1,2, ••• ,0 where 
0 E 8 = !1,2, ••• ,m} • If ~is the experiment defined by X then 
'f:, n is extremal for all n • 
Example 5 .. 11 
Each point ~ E [0,1]8 defines an experiment ~ g with para-
meter set 8 where (! s consists in observing a random variable 
taking the values 
and 1-Et; • 8 Then 
It follows that: 
0 and G with, respectively, probabilites 
t L~s(t) = ~s 8 8 when t 8 < 1 ; 8 E 9. 
~ ~ X ~TJ = G S0 T} 
where o indicates pointwise multiplication. In particular: 
Now is extremal if and only if or s = 1 8 for at 
least one e • Hence G~ is extremal for all n provided t~ 
is extremal for some n • Particular cases where ~s x tn is 
extremal but neither G,~ nor ~'(\ are extremal , may be construct-
ed by choosing points s, T) in [0,1[8-lol such that SoT] = 0 • 
6.1 
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